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Welcome
To present a report on DCA’s activity, after a year in
which the Covid-19 pandemic sent shockwaves of
unprecedented turmoil, isolation, heartache, confusion
and fury across the globe, is a strange process. No life
has been left unaffected by these events and the journey
out of the pandemic is, still, far from over.
What I am immensely proud to be able to present here is a remarkable set
of achievements by DCA staff, people whose lives were turned upside
down and who did all that they could to continue to meet our core mission
– to enrich people’s lives through art, culture and creativity. A deep sense
of purpose and an unwavering belief in the power and impact of what DCA
does was reflected back to us by our audiences across Dundee, Scotland
and the world.
From the hugely popular art bags delivered to vulnerable families across
the city to the online international engagement in our Exhibitions reading
group; from the schools who loved connecting with a hybrid Discovery
Film Festival to the ongoing support of audiences who chose to view
their films through DCA at Home; from the safe reopening of our building
and the return of many of our visitors to the commitment by artists to our
fundraising editions portfolio; we have been buoyed, delighted and spurred
on. We have responded to direct audience demand for our work. We have
never been more sure in the knowledge and the arts have the power to
change lives and create meaningful experiences.
The thanks I wish to give are so very heartfelt. Firstly to all DCA staff, who
have given so much and demonstrated such creativity and resilience, thank
you. To DCA’s Board, whose commitment and passion has helped guide all
that we have been able to achieve, thank you. We are extremely grateful to
our funders and partners, particularly Creative Scotland and Dundee City
Council, for their unquestioning backing over such difficult times, and to
Freelands Foundation, whose championing of DCA Print Studio has been
invaluable. Thank you to our many patrons, friends, members, donors and
funders who have made our work both possible and sustainable, including
those organisations and individuals who supported DCA through the
Dundee Cultural Recovery Fund. Finally, my hugest thanks to our audiences,
for your belief in what we do and the positive impact we have, as we build
back towards a more positive future, with care.
Beth Bate, Director

We have responded
to direct audience
demand for our work
and have never been
more sure in the
knowledge that the
arts have the power
to changes lives and
create meaningful
experiences.

Top: Ghost Calls by Emma Talbot
Bottom: If Wishes Were Thrushes,
Beggars Would Eat Birds by Stuart Whipps
Photos by Ruth Clark
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Exhibitions
“Totally absorbing
work by Stuart Whipps
– speaking on so many
levels about our past
and our present – and
presenting the breadth
of his curiosity and
enquiry with such
lightness of touch.”
“Great to have my
critical faculties
re-engaged by
being in the presence
of actual art.”

Within the last extraordinary year, we have had to reassess and
re-evaluate all aspects of our Exhbitions work. Due to the pandemic,
the doors of DCA’s galleries remained closed for longer than they have
ever been in our 21 year history and, whilst of course this brought
with it many difficult challenges, it also gave us a rare opportunity to
reflect on our responsibilities to both audiences and artists in the
work that we do.
In the first months of lockdown, a great deal of our time was spent working
closely with artists in the programme to carefully reschedule and reimagine
future projects. Whilst these conversations were happening we were also
considering what elements of our programming might be adaptable for
digital engagement, and decided to move our Exhibitions reading group
online for the first time.
For these online sessions held from April until August, we looked back at
some key writers we had previously studied (Ursula K Le Guin, bell hooks,
Johanna Hedva, Audre Lorde) who focused on concepts of love, care,
kinship and the imagination – vital ideas we felt we needed to be focusing
on in the ungraspable moment we were in. Moving these conversations
online allowed us to reach and connect to new audiences in ways we had
not imagined before, with people dialling in from Scotland and the UK, but
also from different parts of Europe, as well as the US and New Zealand to
discuss these writers and their ideas. Based on these fruitful conversations
over lockdown, we decided to continue producing our reading group
sessions online for the foreseeable future, and have continued to
programme these online throughout the rest of the year.
In August, we were incredibly busy in the galleries implementing Covid
safety measures to ensure we could calmly welcome back visitors in
September to see Stuart Whipps’ new exhibition If Wishes Were Thrushes,
Beggars Would Eat Birds.
At the heart of this show was an exploration of particular gardens through
characters and stories connected to them. Visitors were welcomed to the
gallery to view a choreographed sequence of moving images using both
digital and analogue means of projection, and were gently guided through
the work by the artist’s voice. This narration gathered together histories and
stories from Scotland, Ireland, England, France, Switzerland and Mexico,
whilst macro and micro imagery moved from industrial scenes of limestone
quarrying and cutting to minute details of leaf veins and organic plant
structures. We also produced a series of online talks, discussions and
screenings for audiences to enjoy whether or not they were able to make
the trip to visit DCA in person.

Ghost Calls by Emma Talbot
Photo by Ruth Clark
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Exhibitions
“Really enjoyed
the Stuart Whipps
event – beautiful
content.”

Unfortunately, we once again closed in November, cutting If Wishes
Were Thrushes, Beggars Would Eat Birds short by a fortnight, but we
produced a detailed video document of the installation and screened
this on our Vimeo channel for the final fortnight of the show.
Behind closed doors in lockdown, we worked closely with Emma Talbot
to install her exhibition Ghost Calls in the gallery in December, so that it
would be ready to welcome audiences as soon as it was safe for us to
re-open the building. Little did we know that it would be April 2021 by
the time lockdown restrictions eased sufficiently to allow us to launch
this exhibition
Over this uncertain winter, we continued to host online events on Zoom,
and engage with our audiences in remote ways. We also began working
with our colleagues at Hospitalfield in Arbroath, developed a new
programme of residencies and mentoring across 2021 and 2022 for a
group of 30 fine art graduates from across Scottish universities.
Working with DCA, artist Sekai Machache and writer Tenai Mutambu,
Hospitalfield’s programme aims to support emerging artists from across
Scotland to develop new skills and knowledge to help them embark
on careers within the art world.

Publishing

Publishing remains a key part of what we do within the exhibitions
programme at DCA and the last year has really helped us understand
how important publications, chapbooks and artist books are in helping us
engage more diverse audiences with our work. Inviting writers and poets
into the programme remains an incredibly exciting way to further nourish
thinking around the ideas explored within our exhibitions.
This year, we were delighted to work again with Margaret Salmon,
following on from her exhibition in the galleries in 2019, to make a
wonderful new artist book K is for Kato, which explored the Esperanto
language and alphabet through photography and writing.
In September, we produced a new chapbook as part of Stuart Whipps’
exhibition containing a collaborative text by artists and writers Michele
Horrigan and Sean Lynch.
Over the course of the year we also worked closely with writers Helen
Charman and So Mayer to produce new texts to be published as part
of Emma Talbot’s exhibition, Ghost Calls, at DCA.
Finally, in collaboration with Professor Maria Fusco and Dr Johanna
Linsley, we have secured a fully-funded collaborative PhD studentship
with the University of Dundee, looking at the ways in which non-normative
and experimental writing can transform galleries and museums. We
have appointed Adam Benmakhlouf to work with us and the university
for the next three years to further develop our work with writers and
expand our ambitions within DCA’s publishing programme.

Top: Schemers film still. Schemers Film/Munro Film Services
Bottom: DCA Cinema. Photo by What Kristen Saw
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Cinema
“This is the only
cinema I feel
comfortable going
to... DCA is my
favourite place
in Dundee.”

The first quarter of this year was a period of uncertainty, furlough, reflection,
and planning for Cinema. With cinemas shut across the globe and our
sector essentially at a standstill, we took the opportunity to engage with
research, training and development. But rather than go dark completely,
we worked hard to keep the conversation around film alive in Dundee
with our loyal audience. Moving our activity to a digital arena – we put
together Film and Dundead quizzes, an online film discussion club,
recommendations and resources, short films and family activities, as
well as virtual screenings.

“Love being back
in your cinema.”

In September, we reopened our doors with measures to ensure the safety of our
audiences and staff. Some things were the same: a warm welcome, the breadth of
the film programme, the commitment to providing the best big-screen experience
and technical presentation. Some things were different: no printed cinema guide,
weekly scheduling, 2m+ distance between bubbles, contactless ticketing and
longer gaps between films. Ventilation challenges in the projection booth meant
that only one staff member could attend each day, putting a pause on any of our
special morning screenings.

“Thank you for
making life seem
a bit normal for a
couple of hours.”
“It was so
marvellous to be
back to see a film
on a big screen.”

Our capacity reduced from 200 in Cinema 1 down to 25 and from 70 in Cinema 2
down to 11. Despite fewer seats, fewer screenings, and fewer films in the August –
November period, we still welcomed back over 5,311 customers to 457 screenings
of 67 different films. While Christopher Nolan’s Tenet, which DCA proudly screened
on 35mm, was touted as the film which would save cinemas, our most significant
box office draw of 2020/21 at DCA was Schemers. The first feature film to be
made in the city was a movie everyone locally wanted to see.
While opened, we resumed our local partnership with V&A Dundee with a series
of films celebrating the Mary Quant exhibition. In addition, we instigated a new
collaboration with MASH Cinema to create RE: Sisters, a series of events around
pioneering women in electronic music.
As the cinema closed again in November, we pivoted our energy into developing
a VOD (video-on-demand) platform. After months of planning, DCA at Home was
launched in February 2021. Working with the Scottish company INDY Cinema
and the New Zealand platform Shift72, we now have our own unique, curated film
rental system. Mirroring the DCA cinema programme, the player offers customers
new releases, classics, documentaries, and performance content.
While DCA cinemas were shut, DCA at Home became a vital outlet for us to
enable our audiences to engage with the films we want to champion. Projects
such as Re: Sisters were also able to move online and live quite comfortably
within that sphere. Within a month of launch, we had 175 registered users
signing up to become members of the free platform. In February to March, the
player-generated 417 rentals of 87 unique titles and has now become an integral
part of our cinema offer, a virtual third screen.

Top: Goccopro
Digital Screen maker
Bottom: Selection
of Riso prints
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Print Studio
“Great to be back
on the first day of
reopening.”
“It was so inspiring
to be in the studio
and see all the
artists working
around me.”
“It’s been great to
return to the real
physical process
of making prints in
DCA Print Studio.”
“I really appreciate
the opportunity to
experiment and
work on my projects
in a relaxed, creative
environment.”

Following the closure of DCA Print Studio, like all areas of the
organisation, we had many factors to consider before reopening.
A quick migration to online working ensured the whole team was
able to contribute to our reopening – developing an adaptive and
risk assessed plan. Following much careful thought, we were able
to ensure the complex environment of the studio, where users often
spend a whole day handling tools and equipment and have many
interactions with staff, was made as safe as possible for users.
Following the relocation of some printing equipment to the Create Space
(temporarily renamed Print Space), the introduction of new booking and
contactless payment systems, as well as the limiting of both sessions
and capacity numbers, we were delighted to finally reopen our doors
in September 2020. Upon the implementation of these new protocols
the response from users was immediate and uniformly positive. This
reopening was significantly aided by the award of additional Covid
support funds by Freelands Foundation.
We maintained close involvement with the Scotland’s Workshops group
online. The network, which focusses on nationwide collaborative working
with other agencies to raise awareness of art production facilities to
artists, communities and organisations throughout Scotland, was more
important than ever in these difficult times and helped us navigate
reopening safely in line with government guidance as well as advocate
for the value and impact of our work.
DCA Print Studio also welcomed the arrival of new equipment in 2020,
in the form of Goccopro and MiScreen digital screen makers through
funding received by Freelands Foundation. This equipment promises to
revolutionise screen-printing processes, reduces chemical and plastics
usage, and offers improved print quality and lower costs.
DCA Print Studio also increased its online content offering, produced
a very popular Monday Makes online papermaking workshop, and
creating a regular Tuesday Tour of the studio in order to maintain contact
with users, in a series of posts which spotlights staff, tutors and studio
users on DCA’s social media channels, a programme that has been
incredibly well received online.

Top: Family Art Bags
Bottom: Create Space
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Learning
“What a beautiful
space – the perfect
post-Lockdown
outing with the kids.”
“Not only did these
bags have brilliant
resources to engage
and play through art,
in my opinion these
bags were filled with
love, care, kindness
and respect for
children.”

Although regular programme activity stopped in March 2020, we were
able to continue work and achieve meaningful outcomes for audiences
and individuals alike. We spent time considering what we could offer
whilst maintaining quality of experience and equality of access, as well
as connecting with our partners and audiences to listen to their needs
and ideas, which saw us adopt a number of new ways of working.
Our first adaptation was to create new online Activity Sheets and Monday
Makes (video and photo ‘how to’ guides) inspired by DCA’s exhibition
Programme, the building and DCA Print Studio, targeted at family
audiences to support home-schooling and combat boredom in lieu
of visiting our Create Space.
Our Craft Sunday online programme was piloted over three months at the
start of 2021. Held online with all materials sent to participants via post, all
three workshops were full to capacity and feedback showed these were
valued as spaces for shared making.
We piloted and refined our new Family Art Bags, effectively a workshop in
a bag, as part of our Postcode Lottery funded project. This ran throughout
the year with other community partners including Dundee International
Womens’ Centre and Dundee Bairns. Our collaborative PhD Art at the Start,
led by Vicky Armstrong, created Art Boxes for 0–3 year olds to send out to
support isolated parents at home via community partners. This project
earned our partnership the UK-wide Fantastic for Families Audience Impact
Award 2020, which was a wonderful route to sharing the project and
its outcomes.
Whilst DCA was closed, we worked outdoors with community centres
Boomerang, Maxwell Centre and Dundee International Women’s Centre, and
Dundee Botanics, to explore art and nature linked to Stuart Whipps’ exhibition.
This work saw us as one of five organisations to receive Engage UK and
Engage Scotland Awards for our work during Children’s Art Week 2020.
We tested new ways of online engagement with mums and young babies
born during lockdown through partnership working with Amina Centres in
Glasgow and Dundee, via an NHS Perinatal Infant Mental Health Scotland
consultation project. We worked with Dundee secondary school Art &
Design departments to share online resources, supported by Art Fund, and
with Dundee Pensioners Forum to distribute our Say Hello With Art packs
from our visitors. We explored safe ways of working with print techniques
onsite, especially Riso Printing, which were successfully piloted in November
with partners Hot Chocolate and Tayside Healthcare Arts Trust.
When we could reopen again in September 2020, Create Space was
relocated to Gallery 1 to provide safer socially distanced experiences for
families and groups, including individual pre-packed Art Activity Bags
themed to the exhibition, supported by Art Fund.

Create Space, photo by Jennifer Phin

Top: Craft Sunday: Spoon Carving with Object Company.
Bottom: Advocating Together group visit at DCA.

Create Space

?
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Learning
“It was
important that
I was sharing
an experience
with others...”
“Thank you for
a lovely visit –
some form of
normal in this
crazy world.”

This year we:
> created 46 new DCA Monday Makes and
Activity Sheets
> opened a re-vamped, Covid-safe Create Space
for 40 days of bookable activity sessions
> made and delivered 655 Family Art Bags,
200 Art Boxes for 0 –3s, 175 Say Hello With Art packs
> tested three new format online Craft Sundays
with excellent feedback
> tested new safe ways of working with two of our more
vulnerable groups
> developed new work with International women and
their young families
We were pleased to:
> win the Fantastic For Families UK-wide Audience
Impact Award and a Childrens’ Art Week award
> have 5,363 views and downloads of our online activities
> welcome 467 visitors to new Covid-safe Create Space
> see 480 exhibition and Discovery Film Festival Activity
Packs used onsite
> ensure partner organisations felt engaged and safe
to plan ahead for 2021
> support families to feel safe and value opportunities
for art-making together at DCA and at home
> develop new filmmaking/editing skills on the
Learning team to create the online activities
> gather a fantastic range of feedback both online
and in person to help us plan ahead

Top: Discovery bunting and t-shirt
Bottom: Un lynx dans la ville, Shorts For Wee Ones
Right: Leaf, Shorts for Middle Ones
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Discovery
Film Festival
...but the real joy
on everyone’s
face at being
back inside a
cinema auditorium
was a pleasure
to behold.

The 17th edition of Discovery Film Festival took place between
Saturday 17 October and Sunday 1 November 2020, and again offered
the best in new world cinema for young audiences, both at school
and together with their families. The festival was delivered in a hybrid
format, both online and also at DCA, but skewed heavily in favour of
online access, which accounted for some 95% of all engagement.
The programme consisted of a selection of international short films as
well as links to several key feature films from previous editions of Discovery
Film Festival, along with resource and activity packs for both pre- and
post-screening classroom and home follow-up with the films.
The online nature of the festival meant schools from beyond Tayside
could watch the films in their own classrooms for the first time. A total of
208 requests to access the streaming platform were received from teachers
across Scotland, with particularly impressive take-up in both Shetland
and Argyll & Bute, as well as high levels of interest from our traditional
audiences here in Tayside.
During the festival period, we received feedback from 27 classes from
31 different schools, listing some 3,100 viewers, though final numbers
from all schools who participated may be significantly higher than this.
The 15 different short films were screened a total of 1,031 times, and
our resource packs for all the films on offer were downloaded on 747
separate occasions.
Sandwiched between the two periods of lockdown, we were very lucky
to be able to hold six public screenings of the Discovery Short Film
Collections to a total audience of 72 children and adults. These are far
smaller numbers than we would usually have entertained, but the real joy
on everyone’s face at being back inside a cinema auditorium was
a pleasure to behold.

6–1, Shorts for Wee Ones
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Discovery Film Festival
Some of the teachers’ feedback over the year included:

Just a quick email to let you know how much
fun we had yesterday watching the film festival
in class. We spent the day watching the film
with lots of discussion and activities in between.
Thanks to you for arranging this for us during
these difficult times. Much appreciated.

Thanks for much
for overcoming the
physical barriers.
It meant a lot to
the kids to still take
part in the festival.

I have never been in person, but enjoyed
watching the pleasure the films gave
my pupils, and I also found the films lovely.

We feel lucky to have had
an online option as we
could not normally visit.
Thank you. In person
would be wonderful but
this is not possible for us
due to the distance
(from Argyll & Bute).

I haven't been to the festival for a few
years but I really liked the opportunity
to watch the films online in our own
classroom. I thought the films were
great and it was very well organised.

From a teacher’s perspective it was great to have the flexibility of seeing
the films when it suited us and not having to travel and have the organising
of the travel and helpers etc. I think the online experience was great and
thanks so much for giving us free access to the films.

Above: Secreting Myths (detail) by Alberta Whittle
Below: Jane and Louise Wilson 2020 Edition
in production with Claire McVinnie, DCA
Photo by Scott Hudson
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Editions
“Over the years, I have worked
closely with the DCA Print
Studio to produce a number
of print editions and DCA
continues to be a vital place
for art, culture and community
in Scotland. I am delighted to
offer whatever support I can
for this important institution.”
Martin Boyce

“The fragile ecosystem of the
Scottish art world without
DCA is unthinkable; they have
worked with so many artists
to develop ambitious, timely
projects for their beautiful
spaces, just when we needed
them – if making or buying a
print can help then I’m definitely
in and I hope you are too.”
Christine Borland

“The atmosphere for thinking
and making together was
overwhelmingly positive and
supportive. My time working in
the Print Studio signified a shift
in the ambitions of my practice
which continues to affect
my thinking.”
Alberta Whittle

2020 Editions, 2020. A portfolio of 10 prints in a non-woven material bound
archival box, prints each: 29.7 x 42cm or 42 x 29.7cm, Edition of 30.

With the closure of DCA, our usual Editions activity and planned print
projects were suspended. Instead, an alternate format was envisaged
around what was possible in the circumstances – taking the form of
the specially commissioned 2020 Editions portfolio. This comprises the
work of ten artists from our past curated programme: Christine Borland,
Martin Boyce, Eve Fowler, Ilana Halperin, Hideyuki Katsumata, Toby
Paterson, P. Staff, Alberta Whittle, Jane and Louise Wilson and Clare Woods.

Artists were invited to work with us remotely during the intensive period in
which staff had access to the Print Studio, these collaborations taking place
through emails and videocalls. The success of this challenging project
speaks to the positive working relationship and trust DCA and Print Studio
staff had already developed with each artist, as well as the generosity of
artists in giving their artwork, time and words in support of DCA.
This new portfolio, as well as our other editions, have been featured online
while access to the physical work was restricted. During the limited time in
which sales activity was possible, this was one of our most successful years
ever in terms of Editions sales, along with many words of support from our
collectors and buyers who were keen to help and continue to interact with
DCA during the building closures.
This year has also seen new collecting relationships formed with university
research collections, specifically through the acquisition of Alberta Whittle’s
editions series Secreting Myths for the art collections of the University of
Edinburgh and University of St Andrews, as well as the full portfolio of 2020
Editions being acquired by the art collection of the University of Stirling.
We are pleased that Alberta Whittle’s editions have been acquired by the
permanent collections of the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art and
The McManus Museum. Editions by Ilana Halperin, Ciara Phillips, P. Staff
and Luc Tuymans are also now represented in the permanent collection of
Pallant House Gallery.
Finally, as part of her doctoral research, Editions Manager Sandra De Rycker
presented an online paper on the DCA Editions project with Alberta Whittle
at the College Art Association 2021 Annual Conference.

Photo by Erika Stevenson
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DCA Shop
Thankfully, the
warmth and
positivity of the
feedback we
received reflected
our hard work
during these
particularly
challenging and
anxious times.

The events of 2020 impacted how DCA Shop operates in a
multitude of ways, both instore and online. Despite imposed
restrictions on shop capacity and the introduction of a one-way
system for shoppers, a combination of clear signage, updated
policies and the implementation of new digital technologies ensured
that we balanced Covid safety for staff and visitors with the high
levels of service that our customers have come to expect.
Thankfully, the warmth and positivity of the feedback we received
reflected our hard work during these particularly challenging and
anxious times.
To improve accessibility to those unable to visit in person, significant
additions were made to our online shop, increasing the available product
range by over 30%. To reflect our physical shop range more fully online,
we introduced a wide range of products for all budgets; silk scarves,
polymer clay jewellery and screen-printed festive decorations from
Scottish-based designers Helen Ruth, Kate Trouw and East End Press,
complemented ceramics from design brands like Broste Copenhagen
and a range of arts and culture book titles from publishers including
Thames & Hudson. Dundee suppliers were also well represented, with
Christmas card packs from local favourite Louise Kirby joining silver
and 3D-printed jewellery from Dundee maker Genna Delaney on our
digital shelves.
Following our second closure in November, the retail team pivoted to
focus solely on our online platform in the lead up to Christmas. With staff
access to the building limited, a new rota and socially distanced packing
area were developed to ensure that all online orders were dispatched
safely and promptly ahead of an anticipated, and achieved, increase in
sales and website traffic as customers shopped increasingly from home.
To provide a postal friendly gift giving option, a series of themed Gift
Boxes was introduced, each containing a selection of carefully chosen
products, attractively packed using bio-degradable wood wool, which
could be sent directly to friends or family. A box of Dundee themed gifts
proved popular, as did a care package containing relaxing and mindful
gifts, designed with easing the stresses of Covid very much in mind.
In late 2020, DCA Shop supported the digital launch of Margaret
Salmon’s DCA publication, K is for Kato, which swiftly broke multiple
online sales records for our publications programme, and we were also
delighted to work closely with numerous departments to bring DCA’s
2020 Editions to the online shop in November 2020. Despite facing
a range of Covid-related logistical challenges, shop staff were
instrumental in the safe delivery of these wonderful artworks to
customers across the UK and beyond.

Re:Sisters illustration by Jagoda Sadowska
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Communications
and Audiences
The need for clear communications has never been
greater than over the past year. From explaining the
implementation of our new safety measures and
announcing imposed closures, through the creation of
new strands of content to cater for non-building based
audiences, to maintaining crucial contact with the
communities we work with and serve, our words have
had more importance and weight than ever before.
While it has been a period of uncertainty and change
for all, it has also been one of resilience, collaborative
ingenuity and opportunity.
After a busy period of communicating with audiences
about DCA’s March 2020 closure, including sharing essential
information for ticket holders, members, and regular
customers, the Communications team quickly pivoted to a
weekly schedule of online content designed to keep in touch
with our audiences and share free, engaging arts content
with anyone at home during lockdown.
During this time, we hosted regular features on our website
and social media channels including:

DCA Film Club
DCA Film Club featured a curated short film by a well-known
filmmaker, chosen by the Cinema team and accompanied
by a written introduction, further reading links and notes.
A live conversation open to all, was moderated with energy
and enthusiasm by the Communications team, guided by
discussion points and context provided by the Cinema team.

Monday Makes
Regular creative activities to download and try at home,
with the opportunity to share with DCA’s followers using our
#DCAmakes hashtag. Activities came from our Learning
team, and were suitable for a range of ages and abilities.

Discovery Short of the Week
Discovery Festival programmer Mike Tait selected a weekly
short film – usually an animation – to engage younger film
fans at home. Mike’s written introduction gave guidance
and context to parents and carers, and we provided creative
activity ideas and worksheets to download and print for free,
extracted from our archive of School Resource Packs.

Senior Citizen Kane Club
We were especially aware that many of the regular attenders
from our Seniors cinema group live alone and would miss
their weekly trip to DCA, so we created a fortnightly email
specifically for them, with a special message from the
Cinema team alongside their recommendations for the best
films and cultural events available to watch for free online
or via smart TV.

DCA at Home
We were thrilled to promote the launch our Video on Demand
(VOD) platform, DCA at Home, in February 2021. This was a
brilliant way for us not only to stay relevant and continue as a
‘cinema’ while we were closed, but helped DCA to continue
supporting the release of indie films from the UK and beyond
at a difficult time for the film industry.
Our Re:Sisters season, co-hosted with MASH Cinema, was
an online event hosted on DCA At Home, our new video
on demand channel, which allowed us to strive for deeper
levels of digital engagement. As well as featuring a season of
films dedicated to the pioneering women of electronic music,
we hosted a livestreamed DJ set from local group KINTRA on
our Facebook page, which attracted an audience of fans
from as far away as Australia and the United States.
Following our initial reopening in September 2020, the
Communications team had a hugely important role in
ensuring audiences understood how we were keeping them
safe and what we needed them to do in turn. This information
was communicated in a range of formats from physical signs
and vinyl, to digital screen slides, video, pre-visit emails and
website information.
These changes and how they were communicated were
under constant review, and through a mix of internal input
and implementing feedback via post-visit surveys we were
able to make sure that we were getting our Covid safety
measures right for all.
When DCA closed again in November 2020, the team was
swift to communicate this to customers, and were able to
build on the lessons learned in March on how best to deal
with this. Working in conjunction with Cinema and Learning
teams, we helped to communicate the move to a hybrid
Discovery Film Festival for 2020 while the building was
closed (see page 17). Public interaction for our online content
was an interesting success as we had much wider location
reach than we otherwise would.
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DCA supporters
DCA would like to thank all of our funders, partners and supporters for helping
us with such a successful 2020–21.
Stakeholders
Dundee City Council

Creative Scotland

Partners
The University of Dundee
Funders
Annie McClean Trust for Elderly
Art Fund
The BFI Film Audience Network
Freelands Foundation
Garfield Weston Foundation
The Northwood Charitable Trust
Postcode Community Trust
Tay Charitable Trust
Visit Scotland

DCA20 Patrons
Tim Allan
Murray Bremner
Murray Chalmers
Siobhan Dundee
Sigrid and Stephen Kirk
Chris and Heather van der Kuyl
Jacquie and Richard Roberts
Thomas Veit

Patron
Ann Bates

Friends
Simon Dessain
Peter Rowson
Harry Scrymgeour
Michael Small
Tom Wilcox
And those who wish to remain anonymous

Europa Cinemas
DCA also wishes to thank the following individuals and
organisations who generously contributed a total of £1m in support
of DCA, Dundee Heritage Trust, Dundee Rep and Scottish Dance
Theatre, Dundee Science Centre and V&A Dundee, as part of the
Dundee Cultural Recovery Fund 2020–21:
The Northwood Charitable Trust
Tim and Kim Allan
Alliance Trust
Al-Maktoum Community Grant Fund
Dundee Bairns
Dundee City Council
The RJ Larg Family Trust
Leng Charitable Trust
Morris and Joyce Leslie
Lethendy Charitable Trust
Alasdair and Kathleen Locke
Charlotte Lythe
The Mathew Trust
MHA Henderson Loggie
Tay Charitable Trust
The Young Family

Support DCA
DCA relies on support from a range of sources in order to keep
enriching people’s lives through art, culture and creativity. To
deliver our diverse programmes, keep our exhibitions free and
subsidise our community and education work, we rely on funds
from Dundee City Council, Creative Scotland, sponsors, trusts
and foundations, our Patrons, Friends and Members, and income
from our cinema, shop, courses and café bar. Every part of this
fundraising activity is absolutely vital to our ongoing success,
and thank you again to all of our supporters.

If you would like to support DCA, please contact
DCA’s Development Executive, Shelley Barclay at
shelley.barclay@dca.org.uk
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Board and Staff
Board
Alan Boyter, Cllr. Mark Flynn, Doug Forbes, Ilana Halperin, Cllr. Charlie Malone, John Moir, Philip Owen,
Toby Paterson, Cllr. Anne Rendall, Cllr. Margaret Richardson, Jacquie Roberts OBE (Chair),
Charis Robertson, Elaine Russell, Thomas Veit

Staff

Christine Sinclair: Visitor Services Manager

Beth Bate: Director

Jessica McGoff: Sales and Ticketing Assistant

Sandra O’Shea:
Depute Director/Head of Operations

Sarah Derrick: Head of Learning

Jessica Reid:
Depute Director/Head of External Relations
Kara Kinnaird: Executive Administrator
Eoin Dara: Head of Exhibitions
Adrian Murray: Exhibitions Manager
Valerie Norris: Exhibitions Coordinator
Anton Beaver, Jonny Lyons, Louise Forbes,
Giulia Gentili, Jessie Giovane Staniland,
Marc Johnston, Tanith Marron,
Callum Sutherland, Yan White:
Senior Gallery Technicians
Alice Black: Head of Cinema
Mike Tait: Cinema Youth Development Officer
Ian Banks: Chief Projectionist
Michael Coull: Cinema Coordinator
Scott Davidson, Daniel McFarlane,
Cieran McCusker:
Projectionists
Annis Fitzhugh: Head of Print Studio
Sandra De Rycker: Editions Manager
Judith Burbidge, Scott Hudson,
Claire McVinnie, Katie O’Mahoney,
Marianne Wilson:
Print Studio Coordinators
Meg Greenhorn
Communications Manager
Helen Macdonald, Caley McGillvary, Jennifer Phin:
Communications Officers

Jude Gove, Scott Hudson, Andrew Low,
Lynne McBride:
Learning Coordinators
Graeme Wallace:
Head of Finance and Company Secretary
Lynda Rourke: Finance Assistant
Selkie Laggan:
Finance Assistant and Visitor Assistant
Jenny Logan: HR Officer
Lewis Smith:
Sales and Retail Manager
Nicola Macrae: Retail Supervisor
Jayne Bullions: Operations Manager
Jack Dow: Operations Assistant
Sean Fitzgerald, Jackie Handy, Ralph McCann:
Facilities Assistants
Seth Allen, Alison Anderson, Salomeja Arelyte,
George Arnott, Ross Batchelor, Benny Buckle,
Ava Campbell, Jenny Case, Nicole Cumming,
Jo Delautre, Lorna Fleming, Mhairi Goldthorp,
Kayly Hamlyn, Rowan Heggie, Stuart Kabler,
Joung Lee, Dana Leslie, Dominic Lloyd,
Louise Mcfarlane, Andy McSorley,
Kieran Menzies, Elspeth Owen-Hughes,
Eleanor Peters, Alice Regnier, Andrea El Sabi,
Miriam Seddon, Joseph Sweeney:
Visitor Assistants

If Wishes Were Thrushes, Beggars Would Eat Birds
by Stuart Whipps
Photo by Ruth Clark
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